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Abstract
Cardiovascular imaging with current multislice spiral computed tomography (MSCT) technology enables a noninvasive evaluation of the coronary arteries. Contrast-enhanced MSCT angiography with high spatial resolution
allows for a segmentation of the coronary artery tree. We present an automatically adapted transfer function (TF)
specification to highlight pathologic changes of the vessel wall based on the segmentation result of the coronary
artery tree. The TFs are combined with common visualization techniques, such as multiplanar reformation and
direct volume rendering for the evaluation of coronary arteries in MSCT image data. The presented TF-based
mapping of CT values in Hounsfield Units (HU) to color and opacity leads to a different color coding for different
plaque types. To account for varying HU values of the vessel lumen caused by the contrast medium, the TFs are
adapted to each dataset by local histogram analysis. We describe an informal evaluation with three board-certified
radiologists which indicates that the represented visualizations guide the user’s attention to pathologic changes of
the vessel wall as well as provide an overview about spatial variations.

1. Introduction
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the leading cause of death
in western nations [Ame07]. For CAD diagnosis, several image modalities are applied, e.g. conventional x-ray angiography, magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography (CT) of the heart. Recent developments in multislice spiral computed tomography (MSCT) allow for a high spatial
resolution with short acquisition times [SB∗ 04]. Contrastenhanced CT coronary angiography (CTA) allows to reliably exclude CAD. Especially for asymptomatic patients,
who have a high CAD risk (due to increased blood pressure, age, gender and stress), CTA is the image modality of
choice. CTA image data also enable an assessment of the
vessel’s cross-sectional area and have a great potential for
noninvasive identification, characterization, and quantification of atherosclerotic CAD [SB∗ 04]. Atherosclerotic CAD
is the result of accumulations in the coronary artery wall,
so-called plaques.
Plaque deposits are small structures with inhomogeneous
densities inside the vessel wall and cannot be segmented di-

rectly in CTA datasets. Therefore, we aim for a visual emphasis of coronary artery plaques in CTA datasets using a
transfer function (TF). To account for varying CT values of
the bloodpool due to the non-uniform spatial diffusion of the
contrast medium, the TF has to be adapted to each dataset.
We perform this adaption automatically based on a coarse
segmentation of the coronary artery tree. We carry out a local
histogram analysis for the segmentation result and further
employ a local histogram analysis of the vessel wall based
on the coronary arteries’ centerline as well. This enables
us to visualize the coronary vessel wall containing coronary artery plaque. Furthermore, the TFs are combined with
common visualization techniques for CTA datasets. Common techniques for the visualization of the coronary artery
tree based on CTA image data are maximum intensity projection (MIP), multiplanar reformation (MPR), curved multiplanar reconstruction (CPR) [KFW∗ 02] for 2D views and
direct volume rendering techniques (DVR) for a 3D view.
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2. Medical Background
Atherosclerotic plaques can be classified into soft, fibrous
and hard plaques. Soft plaques are prone to rupture and thus
very dangerous for the patient, whereas fibrous plaques and
hard plaques consist of more dense accumulations and are
more stable. In addition, hard plaque deposits contain calcium accumulations. Non-enhanced MSCT is primarily used
for the detection of the coronary arterial calcium. The overall
coronary calcium acts as an indicator for the patient’s whole
plaque burden and can be quantified, e.g. with the Agatston
calcium score [AJH∗ 90].
CTA datasets better depict the blood and allow for a differentiation of calcified and noncalcified plaques and for an
assessment of stenoses. A stenosis is a narrowing of the lumen – the vessel’s inner open area. CTA has been established
for patients with abnormal coronary spatial variation. Furthermore, it is employed for monitoring coronary stents and
coronary bypasses. The early stages of atherosclerotic CAD
do not necessarily lead to significant stenoses, see Fig. 1.
Therefore, the evaluation of the coronary artery lumen is
insufficient for the assessment of the patient’s plaque burden and the pathologic change of the vessel wall has to be
taken into account. Oblique MPRs enable a cross-sectional
view of the coronary artery and its wall along the vessel’s
centerline, whereas CPRs provide the vessel’s longitudinal
view [KFW∗ 02].

Figure 1: Illustration of remodeling in vessel cross-section.
Normal vessel with normal vessel wall (grey) is depicted
(left). Early stages of CAD are compensated by positive remodeling – the increasing vessel wall thickness (middle).
The negative remodeling, caused by progressive CAD, leads
to a stenosis (right).

DVR techniques convey information on the complex
anatomy of the entire coronary tree. However, these visualizations provide only limited information about pathologic
vessel wall changes and the coronary artery lumen. Modern
workstations employ predefined TFs for the visualization of
the heart and the coronary arteries in CTA datasets. Our approach aims at a more sophisticated DVR parameterization
to provide a fast overview of existing stents and calcified
plaques and thus indicate the patient’s whole plaque burden.
3. Related Work
There is a large variety of techniques for visualizing vasculature which can be grouped into surface rendering (SR)
and DVR approaches. SR relies on the extraction of vascular structures, e.g. by thresholding or explicit segmentation,

and converts the result to a polygonal mesh (see [PO07] for
an overview). For the evaluation of CAD, we consider that
SR is not appropriate since small inhomogeneous plaque deposits inside the vessel wall as well as the vessel wall itself
could not be reliably extracted. Therefore, SR would lead to
an accuracy in the visualization, which does not correspond
to the underlying data. Furthermore, transitions in the TF
domain may not be represented with SR. We therefore use
DVR techniques as has been suggested in [vOvGR∗ 03].
Vega et al. [VST∗ 03, VST∗ 04] discuss the automatic design of 2D TFs to emphasize vascular structures based on
intensity values and gradient magnitude. Their approach allows to discriminate bones and vascular structures in the
brain. However, it is not able to emphasize abnormalities
at the vessel wall. Our concept is similar to [LLY05], who
use local histogram analysis to differentiate between organ
tissues.
With DVR, surfaces of interest are indirectly classified
using TFs. There exist special approaches to support the
interactive definition of TFs for specialized viualizations
[KKH02]. To avoid the considerable interobserver variability, we aim at an automatically defined TF as starting point
for further exploration. In addition to image data values, derived information such as gradient magnitude [KKH02] or
distance to some reference structure [TPD06] can be employed resulting in multidimensional TFs. Tests revealed
that gradient magnitude can help to enhance the boundary
between bloodpool and surrounding tissue. The highlighting of the vessel wall itself could not be improved due to its
small extent and thus high sensitivity to noise and the partial volume effect. Distance-based TFs are also inappropriate since the remodeling of the vessel wall leads to varying
lumen diameters resulting in varying distances to the vessel centerline. Another approach was presented by [CM08],
who employed scale fields for the generation of size-based
TFs.
Visualization of internal structures with simple TFs has
been performed by [RSK06] using a layering technique.
However, this approach was not considered applicable as the
authors have stated that accuracy was less important than interactivity. For CAD diagnosis, accuracy is critical. Hence,
more intensive preprocessing such as segmentation and TF
computation are justified. For the visualization of coronary
arteries in CTA data, the combination of different views supports the evaluation of the vessels, as shown in [KHB∗ 06]
and [SCC∗ 04]. In both approaches, DVR views are used for
providing spatial information, whereas the vessels can be
evaluated in more detail in the 2D CPR or MPR views.
MIP views of contrast-enhanced vessels in medical image data, e.g. the MIP views of segmented objects [BA02]
or sliding-thin-slab-MIPs [NRJ93] could also be considered
as imaging method for CAD evaluation. We do not use MIP
visualizations, since we focus on the vessel wall and not the
lumen. Visual separation of hard plaques in CTA datasets
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Figure 2: Automatic approximation of the parameters µblood
and σblood . The parameters are calculated by analyzing the
local histogram of the coronary artery (CA) segmentation
result.

supports the fast evaluation of the patient’s plaque burden.
Hong et al. [HBS∗ 02] applied calcium scores to CTA image
datasets, yielding a threshold of 350 HU for hard plaqe separation. Wesarg et al. [WFKF06] detected hard plaques in
CTA datasets by analysing the minimal diameter of the vessel lumen and examining stenotic regions. The separation
of the stenotic hard plaque deposits depends on the mean
intensity of a voxel representing the contrast-enhanced lumen. Furthermore, Wesarg et al. presented a visualization
with a highlighting of stenoses by simultaneously mapping
the minimal lumen diameter to color and to the diameter of
a tube around the vessel. The automatic detection and separation of soft and fibrous plaques is difficult, since clinical
studies provide different and sometimes overlapping HU intervals for these plaque types [PAM∗ 07].

4. Concept
We present an automatic TF specification for visual emphasis of soft and fibrous plaques and for a visual separation of
hard plaques and coronary stents. In contrast to conventional
methods, we highlight the vessel wall instead of the contrastenhanced lumen of the coronary arteries, including stenotic
and non-stenotic plaques. Our TF specification is based on
the segmented coronary arteries, extracted with the method
described in [HBF∗ 05], of a CTA dataset. The TF specification is carried out by determining supporting points, which
depend on the mean intensity and standard deviation of the
bloodpool (µblood , σblood ) and the vessel wall (µwall , σwall ).
These parameters are fully automatically approximated (see
Fig. 2). The blood intensity distribution is calculated by analyzing the local histogram of the coronary artery segmentation result. For the vessel wall intensity distribution, a further
local histogram analysis is employed (see Fig. 3). The local
histogram of vessel wall intensities is based on the centerline of the segmentation result. For each branch, an intensity
profile volume (IPV) and a weighted mask, masking all vessel wall intensities, is extracted. The weighted mask is applied to the IPV and yields the local histogram of the vessel
wall intensities, which is used for the calculation of µwall and
σwall . The different steps are described in the following.

Figure 3: Automatic approximation of the parameters µwall
and σwall . The parameters are chosen from the set of µwalli
and σwalli for all branches bi . First, the centerline of the CA
segmentation is extracted. The centerline is used to identify
branches of the CA tree. Second, for each branch bi an intensity profile volume (IPV) is extracted. Based on the IPV
a weighted mask for masking all vessel wall intensities is
determined. The weighted mask is applied to the IPV and
yields a sample set of vessel wall intensities which is used
for calculating µwalli and σwalli for bi .

4.1. Approximation of the Blood Intensity Distribution
The segmentation result mainly consists of voxels representing the contrast-enhanced blood and is used for the approximation of the blood intensity distribution. The parameters
µblood and σblood cannot directly be derived from the sample
containing all segmented voxels, because of other intensities
originating from surrounding tissue or interpolation issues.
The approximation is carried out by means of an iterative fitting of a normal distribution to the distribution of all
segmented voxels. We defined a cost function as the sum
of differences for each HU value. We employ binary search
methods to find the parameters which lead to the smallest
costs. Results for µblood and σblood indicate that the mean
intensity of the blood strongly differs for each dataset (i.e.
µblood ∈ [218HU, 478HU] for all tested datasets). Thus, a
static threshold for hard plaque separation from contrastenhanced blood for all datasets is not applicable. We use a
dynamic threshold similar to the Agatston score [AJH∗ 90].
The Agatston score defines the threshold for hard plaques
as the sum of the mean plus twice the standard deviation of
the non-enhanced blood intensity. We experienced an overestimation using this threshold, which may arise due to artifacts or contrast medium accumulations in small branches.
We therefore empirically determined the threshold µblood +
3σblood using the knowledge of hard plaque localizations.
Coronary stents, which have similar x-ray attenuation coefficients as hard plaques, will be highlighted in the same
manner.
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4.2. Approximation of the Vessel Wall Intensity
The described method for approximating the blood intensity
is not applicable for the vessel wall, since the voxels representing the vessel wall cannot be separated in a histogram of
the segmentation result. For the vessel wall intensity approximation, we employ a local histogram analysis for each coronary artery branch (see Fig. 3). To identify these branches,
the centerline of the segmented coronary arteries is generated. We employ a successive erosion of border voxels, also
taking anisotropic voxel extents into account, whereas the
topology of the initial mask is preserved, as presented by
Selle [SPSP02]. The centerline is transformed into a primitive tree graph representation, whereas each branch consists
of a list with the corresponding voxels and a list to the next
branches.
For each branch and its corresponding centerline, a local
histogram is generated via IPV extraction. For each voxel
centerline, n rays perpendicular to it are casted and sampled in the CTA dataset. The number of rays (n) can be manipulated, depending on the voxel size and the diameter of
coronary arteries, which tapers down from 5mm to 1mm. We
empirically determine an amount of 16 rays for each tested
dataset (with voxel size of ≈ 0.3mm × 0.3mm × 0.4mm) and
a stepsize of half of the smallest voxel extent. The rays are
sampled with the stepsize for a certain distance, e.g. 3mm,
whereas 2.5mm is the maximum radius of coronary arteries.
The sampled intensities are stored in a slice of the IPV (see
Fig. 4). By repeating this procedure for all centerline voxels, an IPV with a slice number that equals the number of
centerline voxels is created.

Figure 4: Extraction of the IPV. For each voxel of the centerline of a coronary branch (left), n (e.g. 6) rays perpendicular
to the centerline are casted (middle). Along the rays, intensities are sampled and stored in a slice of the IPV (right).
Repeating this procedure for each centerline voxel of the
branch yields the IPV.

For the determination of the vessel wall intensities, we
employ a slicewise search for vertical structures to the IPV.
Since sampled intensities, which exhibit the same distances
to the centerline voxel will appear as verticals in the IPV
slice for this voxel, intensities representing the vessel wall
will also be arranged in a vertical order. These vertical edges
can be heavily distorted due to the approximation of the centerline of the branch by the centerline of the segmentation,

coronary artery wall remodeling, as well as artifacts arising
from dense structures such as hard plaques (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Schemes of cross-sectional vessel views. The casting of rays with the origin at the centerline in contrastenhanced lumen (white) across the vessel wall (light grey) to
surrounding tissue (dark grey) is illustrated. Ideally, circlelike cross-sections yield a vertical in the corresponding IPV
slice (left), whereas ellipsoidal cross-sections lead to distorted vertical structures (right).

Vertical structures can be enhanced by a slicewise convolution of the IPV with a Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter.
Due to its small size, the partial volume effect has a strong
influence on the vessel wall. Therefore, the LoG filter with
kernelsize 3 × 3 first smoothes the data of the IPV slice and
then approximates the gradient magnitude. In the next step,
a slicewise normalization and thresholding removes intensities with small gradient magnitudes. We use a threshold of
0.5 for the normalized slices, which yields a binary mask
that marks all intensities with a higher gradient magnitude.
For taking also distorted vertical structures into account, we
apply a weight function fw to the voxels of each binary mask
slice. It is defined as:
(
∑ column
0
if
< 0.5
n
fW =
(1)
∑ column
else
n
where n is the length of each column, i.e. the number of rays
that were casted, and ∑ column is the number of fields, which
are marked by the binary mask in this column. The sample
set of the vessel wall intensities is determined by employing
the fW weighted binary mask to the original IPV yielding
intensities di with weights wi , where wi is the sum of all
weights assigned by fW for the density di .
For each branch bi of the coronary artery tree we determine µwalli and σwalli . We then consider the branch bi with
the longest centerline and whose parameters µwalli and σwalli
fulfill the condition µwalli < µblood − 2σblood , as best candidate for defining a global TF. For the tested datasets, µwall
was in the intervall [50HU, 270HU]. The parameter extraction took in average ≈ 4 min for each dataset and was carried
out on a 3.06GHz processor with 3GB of RAM.
4.3. TF Specification
The TF specification is based on supporting points, which
depend on the parameters µwall , σwall , µblood and σblood . For
each point, we define an opacity and a color value. Between
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these supporting points, opacity and colors are linearly interpolated. Basically, all TFs which highlight the vessel wall
intensities and provide a visual separation of hard plaques
(i.e. intensities > µblood + 3σblood as described in subsection 4.1) will be considered as sufficient. Furthermore, transparency should be assigned to the vessel wall’s intensities to
reveal inner structures. Full transparency can be assigned to
the surrounding tissue and the contrast-enhanced blood.
Color assignment to the supporting points aims at visual
separation of hard plaques and stents and high contrasts for
the vessel wall visualization. Since hard plaques and stents
are very dense structures, they usually appear white or light
grey in conventional CTA views. The visual separation is
achieved by employing colors from beige to white in combination with high opacity values. For the vessel wall, a color
scale from blue over red to green should be applied, yielding
high contrasts for the visualization of different vessel wall
intensities and thus different plaque deposits. Furthermore,
low contrast between the vessel’s outer boundary and surrounding tissue is necessary, since a reliable segmentation
of the whole coronary artery vessel wall is absent. A high
contrast discontinuity in the TF would imply too much accuracy on the exact location of the wall.
We define two TFs depending on the dimensionality of
the viewer: the T F2D and the T F3D . To avoid occlusions in
the 3D case, we use the interval size µwall ± σwall for the
T F3D and µwall ± 2σwall for the T F2D . We present one (of
potentially several) solutions to our requirements by defining
nine sample points S0 − S8 (see Tab. 1 and Fig. 6).

S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

T F3D
−1024HU
S3 − σwall
S3 − 41 σwall
µwall
S3 + 41 σwall
µblood − 2σblood
µblood + 3σblood
S6 + σblood
3071HU

S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

T F2D
−1024HU
S3 − 2σwall
S3 − σwall
µwall
1
2 (S3 + S5 )
µblood − 2σblood
µblood + 3σblood
S6 + σblood
3071HU

Table 1: Supporting point calculation for T F3D and T F2D .
S6 is the supporting point for hard plaque separation, as described in subsection 4.1.

While in DVR visualization the T F3D is solely applied,
in the 2D CPR and MPR views the T F2D can be combined
with a standard greyscale visualization. As no occlusion occurs in the 2D views, the T F2D is overlaid by a conventional
slice view to highlight the vessel wall and to provide contextual information of the unmasked data. The lookup table of
the windowing TF is therefore blended, i.e. linearly interpolated, with the lookup table of the T F2D , whereas the opacity value determines the influence of the T F2D (see Fig. 7).

The user can manipulate the windowing TF’s parameters and
thus directly influence brightness and contrast of the combined T F2D .

Figure 6: Graphs of the T F3D (left) and T F2D (right). Specification is carried out by calculation of µwall , σwall , µblood
and σblood and thus the supporting points S0 - S8 . Opacity
values are linearly interpolated between the points. The HU
values differ from dataset to dataset. Therefore, the x-axis is
not labeled.

Figure 7: Combination of the windowing TF and the T F2D
by blending. On the left, the MPR view with a hard plaque
(white area) is visualized by employing a ramp. In the middle, the T F2D was applied an on the right, the combination
of T F2D and windowing TF was used.

To enhance the dataset exploration, the user can slightly
change the automatically adapted TFs. Therefore, an offset
for S6 and S3 can be manipulated, with the other supporting
points being updated accordingly. The user can manipulate
the visual separation of hard plaques as well as the region
of highlighted vessel wall intensities, which may be necessary to cope with artifacts in selected datasets and allows for
quality judgement.

4.4. Rendering of the 3D DVR View
The display of the volume data, employing the T F3D ,
was realized via GPU-raycasting. For the implementation,
principle setups and acceleration strategies, as described
in [SHN∗ 06] and [EKE01], were applied. The renderer was
implemented with the Luxinia 3D engine (www.luxinia.de),
which is scriptable via Lua and uses OpenGL and Cg as
rendering backend. Seven seconds are needed from application start to the first visible rendered frame and the achieved
frame rate is ≈ 50 Hz. High quality shots with eight time
finer raysteps are rendered when no interactions are performed and take less than 0.1 seconds. The application was
run at 1024 × 768 on a GeForce 9600 GT 512MB.
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5. Informal Evaluation
We applied our techniques to 12 CTA datasets from a 64slice MSCT scanner (Siemens Sensation 64). The methods
and visualizations were discussed with three board-certified
radiologists within the scope of an informal evaluation. For
comparison, we also provided conventional greyscale images. The datasets were acquired from living persons and
gold standards, e.g. histological analyses were not available.
For the evaluation, we developed an application using the
platform MeVisLab (www.mevislab.de).
To enable the investigation of the datasets, we generated
a DVR view with combined 2D views, consisting of a CPR
and an MPR view. The CPR and MPR view as well as the
3D visualization of the coronary artery tree are linked with
each other. On the one hand, the user can traverse the CPR
view with the correspondending MPR view being updated.
On the other hand, the user can choose an arbitrary vessel
segment in the 3D view with the 2D views being generated
accordingly (see Fig. 8).

hard plaques (see MPR views in Fig. 8), stents and noncalcified plaques (see Fig. 12). The presentation of the TF-based
visualizations was accompanied with discussions and questions.

Figure 11: CPR views of the left anterior descending artery
of two datasets. Whereas the first one (top) exhibits a high
hard plaque burden, the second one (bottom) does not show
hard plaque occurences.

5.1. Visualization Environment
The evaluation of our prototype included an examination of
the DVR views concerning overview visualizations of hard
plaques and stents, the investigation of smaller hard plaque
deposits (see Fig. 9) and the investigation of stenoses and
pathologic changes of the vessel wall in the 3D view (see
Fig. 10).

Figure 12: MPR views provide the cross-sectional views of
the coronary arteries. The type of the non-calcified plaque
(arrowheads) may be inferred from the color coding: MPR
view without plaques (on the left), greenish colors indicate
denser structures (middle), whereas pinkish colors indicate
lipid accumulations contained in soft plaques (right).

5.2. Feedback of Clinical Experts

Figure 10: Stenoses of coronary artery vessels in DVR
views. On the left, two coronary stents are depicted. The left
bottom picture reveals a stenosis (arrow) at the end of the
stent where the left upper picture indicates no stenoses. On
the right, pathologic changes of the vessel wall lead to positive and negative remodeling (arrowheads).

The 2D views were analyzed simultaneously, and we discussed similar topics to the DVR views in more detail, including the overview of hard plaques and stents in CPR
views (see Fig. 11), the investigation of a visual separation
of smaller hard plaque deposits and pathologic vessel wall
changes in CPR views (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 11), and the investigation of MPR views by analyzing the visualization of

The clinical experts highly appreciate the DVR techniques
using the T F3D for the segmented coronary arteries. The fast
overview of the complex topology as well as of the patient’s
overall plaque burden and coronary stents was evaluated as
very useful. With the visual separation of even small hard
plaques in 2D and 3D views, plaque deposits can be analyzed in more detail. Some smaller hard plaques were not detected with conventional windowing but with a T F2D based
view. This is an essential finding since the overall plaque
burden is crucial for treatment decisions.
The color coding of the vessel wall was rated high, since
the different hues allow a differentiation of densities for the
vessel wall with very small volumes. The radiologists prefer the assignment of white and beige colors to dense structures as hard plaques and stents. The opacity mapping of the
T F3D and the opacity influenced combination of T F2D and
windowing was considered to be beneficial. Whereas the 3D
view could direct the user’s attention to luminal changes, all
radiologists pointed out that evaluation of stenoses requires
CPR and MPR views. In 2D views, the possibility to highlight the vessel wall was rated very high, since indications of
possible positive or negative remodeling are provided.
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Figure 8: Layout of the prototype. On the left, the DVR view can be examined by rotating and zooming. The user can pick an
arbitrary vessel segment (see cyan sphere) and generate the corresponding CPR and oblique MPR views (right). At the bottom
right MPR views orthogonal to the local vessel centerline, starting from the white vertical in the CPR view are shown. The prototype enables the user to switch between conventional windowing visualization and the T F3D and T F2D based visualizations.
It is also possible to enlarge single views.

Figure 9: DVR views of three different datasets. On the left, the DVR view indicates a very low patient’s overall plaque burden,
since no hard plaques can be seen. The dataset in the middle exhibits three stents (arrowheads), whereas the visualization on
the right shows many hard plaques. Even small hard plaques are recognizeable (arrow).

Two minor drawbacks exist. First, the highlighting of hard
plaques in 2D views was critizised by one radiologist. A
highlighted hard plaque seems to be surrounded by blood.
Since hard plaques contain very dense calcium deposits as
well as lipid or fibrous accumulations, they show different intensity values. The intensity values range from values smaller than the contrast-enhanced blood to values larger
than the contrast-enhanced blood. Intermediate intensity values will not be highlighted, since they are treated the same
way as the blood. Therefore, this problem is inherent to 1D
TFs for this scenario. Second, the vessel wall’s outer boundary contrast to the surrounding tissue in 2D views was evaluated as too low by one radiologist. We chose low contrast
due to the absence of a reliable segmenation.
In conclusion, the radiologists rated the presented techniques as useful extension for evaluation of CTA datasets,
since the attention is directed to pathologic changes of the

vessel wall and a fast overview is provided. For clinical decision making, a semi-quantitative analysis is necessary, where
the presented visualizations are combined with quantitative
parameters, e.g. the vessel lumen’s diameter.

6. Conclusions & Future Work
We presented a method for the visual emphasis of coronary
artery plaque. We developed fully automatically adjusted
TFs based on the segmented coronary arteries in CTA image
data. The proposed method was also suitable for low quality
segmentations, e.g. with data artifacts or poor contrasts. The
plaque deposits consist of different accumulations with different densities. Although an automatic segmentation of all
plaque types is not possible, we present a method for highlighting hard plaques and soft and fibrous plaques by color
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coding of the vessel wall. Also early stages of the CAD consisting of non-stenotic plaque deposits can be visualized.

for Cardiovascular Diagnosis. In GI-Workshop “Softwareassistenten - Computerunterstützung für die medizinische Diagnose
und Therapieplanung” (2006), vol. 1, Springer, pp. 491–498.

The adapted TFs were combined with common visualization techniques of CTA datasets. An informal evaluation
with three radiologists revealed that our method is a beneficial extension for conventional CTA evaluation. Due to the
locally non-uniform spatial diffusion of the contrast medium
the presented approach could be the basis for a more sophisticated uncertainty visualization, as presented by [LLPY07].
In addition, size-based TFs as presented by [CM08] could
be applied and compared to the presented approach.

[KKH02] K NISS J., K INDLMANN G., H ANSEN C.: Multidimensional Transfer Functions for Interactive Volume Rendering.
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics 8, 3
(2002), 270–285.

Problems arose due to the non-uniform spatial variation
of the contrast medium which resulted in different contrast
agent accumulations. Potential improvements are the individual creation of a local TF for each vessel segment. In
contrast, we expect a loss of quality for smaller branches,
since these branches will contain too few voxels for a reliable local histogram analysis via IPV extraction.
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